
EMPA

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
FOR GLOBAL POLICY 
LEADERS

London and New York City are 
multicultural hubs where the world 
comes together to discuss global 
problems and their solutions. It is in 
this context that NYU Wagner and UCL 
are hosting one of the best-equipped 
public policy and management 
executive programs there is. There is 
no better way to learn than from, and 
alongside, world-leading politicians 
and decision-makers.

Aram Barra, Global EMPA 2015 
Consultant, Open Society Foundations

An increasingly complex world demands global policy leaders who can innovate and 
collaborate across sectors. This one-year program—offered jointly by NYU Wagner 
and University College London—builds on your expertise and trains you to address 
growing global challenges in the public, nonprofit, or private sector. While studying in 
two of the world’s most vibrant cities, you’ll learn to effectively analyze and implement 
policies to improve communities on a worldwide scale. 

A CAREER WITH  
GLOBAL IMPACT
You’ll graduate fully prepared to make 
an impact in senior management and 
leadership roles at a wide range of 
domestic and international institutions 
across the public, nonprofit, and 
private sectors.  

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
• A truly global program where you spend the fall in New 

York City studying global institutions and policy analysis, the 
spring in London learning about policy implementation and 
managing organizational change, and the summer working on 
an international Capstone project.

• A vast global network of classmates, leaders, and 
organizations from two prominent universities.

• An engaged and influential faculty of leading scholars 
and practitioners who provide the necessary analytic framework 
and practical training to advance global policy leadership.

RANKED #9
OVERALL
BY U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT



APPLICATION COMPONENTS
 O US bachelor’s degree or equivalent
 O Minimum of seven years of work experience, with 

increasingly progressive management and leadership 
responsibility

 O Application and essays
 O Transcripts from all undergraduate and graduate 

institutions attended
 O Resume
 O Interview by invitation
 O Two letters of recommendation
 O GRE or GMAT recommended  but not required
 O TOEFL or IELTS Exam (if bachelor’s program not 

conducted in English)
 O $85 application fee

To apply, visit wagner.nyu.edu/apply 

For upcoming deadlines, visit  
wagner.nyu.edu/admissions/applying  

Students must complete nine courses, 
including five required and four elective.

REQUIRED CORE COURSES:
• Global Public Policy Analysis (at NYU 

Wagner)

• Institutions, Governance, and Public Sector 
Reform (at NYU Wagner)

• Policy Implementation (at UCL)

• Managing Organizational Change (at UCL)

• Capstone (in locations across the world)

ELECTIVE COURSES:
Choose from courses offered at NYU Wagner and UCL in a 
range of areas. Sample electives include: 

• Sustainable Cities in a Comparative 
Perspective

• Global Health Governance and Management

• International Economic Development: 
Government, Markets, and Communities

• Design Thinking: A Creative Approach to 
Problem Solving and Creating Impact

• Comparative Political Economy

• International Trade Policy

• Human Rights Accountability and World 
Politics

A full list of courses can be found  
at wagner.nyu.edu/courses.

FINANCIAL AID
NYU Wagner assesses all applicants for 
merit-based scholarship opportunities. 
Approximately 20 percent of our students 
receive a merit award for the duration of their 
degree program. There are two scholarships 
available to Global EMPA students specifically:
• US-UK Fulbright Award, available to U.K. and 

U.S. citizens (fulbright.org.uk/fulbright-awards).
• Pentland Scholarship Award, available 

to students from Africa, Asia-Pacific, or Latin 
America (ucl.ac.uk/spp/teaching/funding/
pentland-scholarship).

If you are interested in being considered,  
we encourage you to submit your application 
early. 

For more information about financial aid, please 
contact us at wagner.financialaid@nyu.edu.
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